Goolma has won. We are the Regional Junior Landcare winners. Our success has seen our work sent on to be judged at the state level. This is in recognition of school and community partnership in achieving change in our landscape. Thank you everyone who has lifted a shovel.

The children are becoming quite skilled in our African drumming. Now we are venturing into using the array of exotic instruments that came with the package.

Mrs Royal is a champion and is effecting great and useful change in our school. This comes in her manner with the families and her practical skills. She is shining quite brightly at the moment in the painting department.

All staff has enthusiastically taken the challenge offered through the Premier’s Sporting Challenge. Seems we have some very competitive members who are making every step count with their pedometers.

Responsible Handling of Pets’ Jackie worked with the children today who learnt “No owner, no lead no touch.” How to approach an unknown dog how to interpret a dog’s mood was also covered. The follow-up work will further reinforce their learning. Time well spent.

Sports in Schools is a new program to keep children moving. We are very lucky to have Alan from Mudgee Lawn Bowls Club and Nina who is developing the children’s skills in athletics to be ready for our carnival week 1 term 3.

Mrs Mason is powering along with a new program, L3, which is geared to assist K-year 2 children become competent users of the range of literacy skills.

This week we will head off to Ulan to experience the delights of Questacon and Grasshopper Soccer.

“Dynamic education in a family atmosphere”
Our new billycarts we got from Windeyer Public School with Mrs Charlton showing us how to steer them and as you can see we were wearing out pushing her but the lesson kept going on and on.

We have a hat parade every year for Easter, the students put a lot of thought into the shape, size and decoration they put on their hat.

With our Gunyah well under way we have now added a little bridge and are establishing a hand water pump so the students can pump water into the pond, also added new plants of different species.

**Services will be held**
**at St Mark’s Goolma**
**on 2nd Sunday every month at 11.30**

**MID-WESTERN REGIONAL COUNCIL MOBILE LIBRARY**

THE NEXT LIBRARY VISIT
WILL BE 24TH June
Reminder to the Goolma Community that the Mobile Library comes to Goolma Public School from 10-11 am every three weeks during the school term.

**SCHOOL BANKING**

School Banking is done every week so every child at the school is eligible to Bank.

**PLAYGROUP**

Mrs Gorrie holds Playgroup at the School every Wednesday starting at 9.30 to 11.00 then we join with the students for morning tea.

**GOOLMA BUSH FIRE BRIGADE**

For the reporting of an incident or fire please use the EMERGENCY number 000 only.
Do not use local numbers or UHF.

For general business contact the Fire Control Officer on 63724434. The UHF CB contact is Channel 12 and is only for general use.

‘Dynamic education in a family atmosphere”